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DIMONT Announces Strategic Partnership with OrangeGrid 

 
- Companies to co-host reception for financial institutions from hospitality suite at The Five Star 

Conference and Expo -   
 

DALLAS, Sept. 1, 2015 – DIMONT, the longest-serving provider of hazard claims 

insurance processing services to the residential and commercial mortgage industries in the United 

States, today announced a strategic partnership with Anaheim, Calif.-based OrangeGrid, 

provider of an Enterprise PaaS application suite empowered by iBPMS (Intelligent Business 

Process Management Suite) technology that allows businesses to digitize virtually any business 

process without going through traditional software development life cycles. 

 This relationship was formed to afford interested housing industry customers the 

opportunity to access DIMONT’s expertise in hazard insurance related issues and its claims 

processing capabilities through OrangeGrid’s innovative technology suite. Among other things, 

this collaboration will provide customers the flexibility to revise hazard claims procedures and 

reporting stemming from compliance and other business changes, without resorting to lengthy 

and expensive IT development cycles. As a result, mortgage investors and servicers who utilize 

DIMONT’s claims processing services will save time and money, and their partnerships with 

DIMONT in other areas will be enriched by the robust, collaborative OrangeGrid environment. 

 To introduce the partnership, DIMONT and OrangeGrid will be hosting a joint hospitality 

suite for their clients and interested mortgage investors and servicers near the exhibit hall at the 

Five Star Conference and Expo on Sept. 16-18 at the Hilton Anatole in Dallas. 

 “We’re excited to work with OrangeGrid, as together we will provide customers with a 

faster, easier to use platform for hazard insurance claims processing and a collaborative 

environment to work together on other insurance-related matters,” said Denis Brosnan, 

president and chief executive officer of DIMONT. “We are thrilled to showcase this strategic 

alliance at the Five Star Conference and continue working toward our goal of propelling our 

company into its bright future.” 
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About DIMONT 

Dallas, TX -based DIMONT is a leading technology-enabled provider of insurance-

related services and is the longest-serving provider of hazard claims insurance processing 

services to the residential and commercial mortgage industries in the United States. Additional 

information is available at www.dimont.com. 

 

About OrangeGrid 

OrangeGrid, Inc. was established in 2014 as an Enterprise PaaS Application 

empowered by iBPMS (Intelligent Business Process Management Suite) technology in order to 

implement the next generation software solution for businesses in any market or industry, adapt 

to rapid process change and be obtained for a price of all sized budgets. Additional information 

is available at http://www.orangegrid.com/. 
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